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Lead agencies may include 15 hardcopies of this document when submitting electronic copies of Environmental Impact
Reports, Negative Declarations, Mitigated Negative Declarations, or Notices of Preparation to the State Clearinghouse
(SCH). The SCH also accepts other summaries, such as EIR Executive Summaries prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
Section 15123. Please include one copy of the Notice of Completion Form (NOC) with your submission and attach the
summary to each electronic copy of the document.
SCH #:
Project Title: Chinook Salmon Coastal Release Project in Monterey Harbor
Lead Agency: California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Contact Name:
Email:

Ryon Kurth

Ryon.Kurth@Wildlife.ca.gov

Phone Number:

916-376-1723

Project Location: Monterey Harbor, Monterey, Monterey County
City

County

Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
All Project fish would be evaluated by a CDFW Fish Health pathologist and certified to be disease-free prior to leaving the
hatchery. Fish will also be marked with Coded-Wire Tags (CWT) and adipose fin-clipped at a 100% rate for both years of
the Project (2020 and 2021) to allow for evaluation of potential benefits and impacts of the Project. All smolts would be
transported from MOK to Monterey Harbor in a single trip using 2-4 fish transport trucks. Trucks would be loaded, and
fish transported according to MOK established standard operating procedures for transportation of salmon. Water in the
trucks would be salted prior to adding fish at the hatchery.
MBSTP, in anticipation of fish delivery from MOK to the Monterey Harbor, has secured necessary equipment and
developed multiple release protocols to accommodate potential changing bay conditions. MBSTP would release smolts
from the trucks directly into Monterey Harbor, via a 10-inch, gravity-fed pipe. MBSTP would provide both staffing and
logistical support to facilitate release of fish at the Project location. This includes a ‘tender’ vessel provided and operated
by MBSTP to assist in release of smolts from the height of the wharf to the water surface.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The Project will not result in any significant nor potentially significant effects.
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

There are no areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
California Coastal Comission, State Resources Control Board, California Department of Fish and Wildlife

